With rainfall changes, hydrological process variability increases. This study predicts the potential effects of temperature and topography characteristics on rainfall spatial variability. Temperature and topography were considered as two effective factors that may influence monthly rainfall. This study uses rainfall and temperature data from 174 synoptic and climatic stations and 39,055 rain, elevation and temperature points extracted by ArcGIS10.3 over the 40 years . In this study, in order to predict the relationship between temperature, topography and rainfall, a combination of statistics including spatial statistics and Geographical information System (GIS) methods were employed. It was found that the distribution and rainfall variability in some parts of Iran was regarded to be based on topography and temperature. The spatial patterns showed that the variability based on spatial autocorrelation in rainfall severity gradually increased from west to east and north to south in Iran. Temperature and topography influence rainfall spatial variability; moreover, these factors have direct, indirect and total effects on rainfall variability in temporal and spatial patterns. These research results will be useful for the regionalization of climate and rainfall formation factors, management of water sources, environmental planning and measuring environmental controls on the climate system.
Introduction
Rainfall is one of the most important variables in the climatic system. Changes in rainfall distribution may lead to bio-environmental issues [1, 2] . Rainfall variation can significantly affect the ecosystem and biodiversity. Rainfall patterns have changed significantly in different parts of the globe during the recent decades. Therefore, the variability based on spatial autocorrelation in rainfall effects is important for climate analysis and environmental planning. Environmental change studies have demonstrated that the rainfall amount shows an increase of about 1% per decade in most of the Northern Hemisphere [3] [4] [5] . Global mean precipitation will likely increase by 1%-3% under most scenarios. Climatic models demonstrate that many mid-latitude arid and semi-arid regions will possibly experience less precipitation by the end of the twenty-first century [6] . To predict variability based on spatial autocorrelation in rainfall, different statistics and GIS models have been used. Forecasting methods use variability based on spatial autocorrelation (global and local) in rainfall as an important tool for evaluating the impact of rainfall variability on the climatic systems, because the temporal-spatial formation of global and local spatial autocorrelation-based variability in rainfall remains quite soft and is suitable for environmental studies [7] [8] [9] . The global and local variability based on spatial autocorrelation (global and local) in rainfall provides a suitable spatial variability format that computes a rainfall output layer where the value for a rainfall output pixel is a function of the values of the rainfall input point for any station that falls within variability around that station location.
The global and local spatial autocorrelation performed on the input is a kind of statistics, such as the average and standard deviation of all rainfall values encountered in that station [10] . This paper uses variability based on spatial autocorrelation (global and local) to produce perspectives on the variation in monthly and seasonal precipitation over Iran. Variability based on spatial autocorrelation (global and local) tools creates rainfall output values for each cell station location based on the station value and the values identified in a specified neighborhood [11] [12] [13] . The Global and local spatial autocorrelation-based variability tools calculate rainfall output values by using spatial patterns of distribution of stations by considering both their locations and associated correlation values. The point's statistical analysis of monthly rainfall allows to control the cell size and cell alignment of the rainfall output layer, as well as limiting the analysis to specific locations within the analysis extent [10, 14, 15] . The studies on the global and local spatial autocorrelation-based variability in rainfall patterns of different regions in Iran are significant in the context of spatial-regional variability in rainfall. Low precipitation and its severe variations on the monthly and seasonal temporal-spatial scales are the general characteristics of Iran's climates [16, 17] . The objective of this paper is to spatially analyze and forecast temperature and topography effects on precipitation variability in Iran during the period 1975-2014 utilizing 174 station data and data points' layers. Finally, this paper indicates that few works have been done on the climatology and spatial pattern of monthly, seasonal and annual precipitation in Iran. In the present study, temporal and spatial correlations were measured, in addition to temporal and spatial regressions; global and local spatial autocorrelation analysis and effectiveness of temperatures; and elevation and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) on rainfall using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). Moreover, effectiveness between monthly, seasonal and annual temperatures, elevation and DEM on rainfall was compared. The effectiveness values between monthly, seasonal and annual temperatures, elevation and DEM on rainfall for regionalization of rainfall were extracted by using ArcGIS. The spatial variability of the variables was analyzed by using the cross-validation technique. In addition, an effort was made to analyze the relationship of the topography effect by indicating the spatial variability in series across the rainfall. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) methods were employed for investigating the relationship between temperatures, topography and rainfall. Two main goals in this study were sought: (1) to calculate, analyze, and forecast the temperature and topography effects on precipitation variability in Iran; and (2) to map and forecast the spatial patterns of monthly precipitation. This paper uses global and local spatial autocorrelation-based variability tools of ArcGIS10.3 to produce perspectives on the variation in monthly, seasonal and annual precipitation over Iran, starting with some general findings and then focusing on the spatial patterns of monthly seasonal and annual rainfall variations and concentration.
Data and Methods

Study Area and Data
Iran is located between 25 • 3 -39 • 47 N in latitude and 44 • 5 -63 • 18 E in longitude in the south-west of Asia ( Figure 1 ). The total area of Iran is approximately 1,648,195 km 2 . In general, a year can be divided into two warm and cold seasons [16] .
We obtained monthly, seasonal and annual rainfall data for all of Iran's 174 stations from the Meteorological Organization of Iran (http://www.irimo.ir); 39,055 rainfall, temperature and elevation points, have been extracted and the rainfall, temperature and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) layers of Iran were processed by using ArcGIS. Rainfall, temperature and elevation datasets of 174 stations and 39,055 rainfall, temperature and elevation points across Iran were analyzed for the period of 1975-2014 and autocorrelation analysis was applied to the precipitation and temperature time series of each station to check the consistency and the homogeneity [18] in the point statistical analysis by using ArcGIS software. We used homogeneity tests, the Pettitt-Whitney-Mann (PWM), the Standard Normal Homogeneity Test or Alexandersson's SNHT test, Buishand's test, the autocorrelation test (ACF), and the von Neumann test (VN) to explore homogeneity in rainfall time series. The tests were
Atmosphere 2017, 8, 45 3 of 40 applied at 5% significance level. The results of each homogeneity test are analyzed at a significance level of 0.05. The results of the tests reveal homogeneity; all the monthly precipitation series are homogeneous [18] . Effects of temperature, elevation and DEM on rainfall were forecasted for the period of 40 years by using AMOS the version number23. For Iran, a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with 30 m resolution was used. DEM data were obtained from the https://gdex.cr.usgs.gov/gdex/. Based on the DEM, Iran's elevation values were calculated to predict topography effects on rainfall. In particular, the variability in elevation values across Iran was defined by using geostatistical methods. We used the Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW), Cokriging and Kriging methods [12, 15] based on the two-ten nearest stations to interpolate values.
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In particular, the variability in elevation values across Iran was defined by using geostatistical methods. We used the Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW), Cokriging and Kriging methods [12, 15] based on the two-ten nearest stations to interpolate values. 
Methodology
Temperature and rainfall data of 174 stations, 39,055 temperature, rainfall and elevation points from the temperature, and rainfall and DEM layers have been extracted and processed by using ArcGIS across Iran for the period of 1975-2014.
Interpolation Methods
Ordinary kriging, as a geostatistical method in ArcGIS software, is used. Ordinary Kriging selected based on the RMSE smaller than the mean error shows smaller prediction error values. Values of RMSE for rainfall (0.813), elevation (0.902) and temperature (0.985) (suggesting spatial prediction of data with acceptable conditions) for the extraction of the estimated values of temperature series, elevation levels and rainfall series at an unmeasured location were on the basis of continuity in space created in its neighborhood. Raster to Point (Conversion) is a spatial analysis method used for the conversion of the estimated values of temperature series, elevation levels and rainfall series to typical point layers on the basis of a data structure created in ordinary kriging. Estimated series of point layers were validated by using cross-validation and validation techniques by validation indicators [19] ; mean error (the average difference between the measured and the estimated values) or ME; root mean square error (denotes how closely the model predicts the measured values) or RMSE; average standard error (the average of the prediction standard errors) or ASE; and root mean square standardized error (if the root-mean-squared standardized error is greater than one, the variability in predictions is underestimating) or RMSSE calculated. 
Methodology
Interpolation Methods
Correlation Analysis
In this study, correlations were applied as temporal correlation and spatial correlation. In temporal correlation, the temperature and elevation data were used for correlation with the rainfall data followed by a parametric method for normal distribution (Pearson's correlation coefficient), a non-parametric method for non-normal distribution series (Spearman correlation coefficient) to test the spatial statistical significance of the results. The Spearman correlation coefficient (R S ) is a nonparametric alternative to the Pearson correlation coefficient, which is a parametric test [20] . We used Pearson's correlation coefficient to measure the relationship between rainfall data and the temperature and elevation data for every station. According to Little (2013) , the Pearson's correlation coefficient (R) can be calculated using the following equation [21, 22] :
where X, Y, S X , S Y are the sample means and standard deviations of X i , Y i , i = 1, . . . ,n. Correlation coefficients represent dependency between two variables on a standardized scale from −1 to +1. Although R has many advantages as an effect size, it has the incompatible property, for climatic analysis, of having sample estimates that are skewed around the population mean. According to Little (2013) , for climatic analysis, R should be transformed to Fisher's R f prior to the analysis by using the following equation [22, 23] :
The R f is the Fisher's coefficient and R is the mean effect size (R = e 2R f −1 e 2R f +1 ); it is necessary to compute the standard error of the estimation of the effect size (R f ) used in weighting studies on climatic analysis. Considering temperature and elevation effect measurements done at 174 stations and 39,055 temperature and elevation points, the standard error of the estimation of the effect size (R f ) equation is:
SE R f is the standard error. According to Vinzi et al. (2010) , in order to compute temperature effect sizes and elevation on rainfall, a wide variety of information reported in studies needed to be used. Although it is not possible to consider all possibilities here, in the remainder of the paper, a few of the more common situations that affect size analysis, using the following equations, will be described [24] [25] [26] [27] :
where, P sample1 and P sample2 are the original sample estimate for the path coefficient in both subsamples, m is the number of cases in sample 1, n is the number of cases in sample 2 and S.E is the standard error of the path coefficients, respectively. The equation t-test for computing R through these results is identical to those for computing through dependent sample tests. According to Chin (2000) , for climatic significance, analysis should significance R to the t-test analysis using the following equation [26, 28] :
Spatial correlation between temperature, elevation and rainfall series were evaluated by using the experimental cross-variograms [29] . According to Goovaerts (1997) , to compute the spatial correlation of temperature and elevation on rainfall, the fitting of the experimental semi-variogram(s), by using some models, should describe the theoretical semi-variogram. These models (spherical, exponential, linear and Gaussian models) provide the spatial correlation patterns of the analyzed rainfall field. In this study, GS + geo-statistics software (Cahn et al. 1994 ) was used for spatial correlation [30] . In this analysis, the experimental semi-variogram, computed as half of the average squared between the elements of series pairs is applied using the following formula [31] [32] [33] :
whereγ (h) is the estimated semi-variance for the distance h, N(h) is the amount of calculated point pairs in the distance session h within the lag distance h. z (si) and z (si + h) are the amounts of the variables at two points computed in separated parts by a lag distance h.
Regression Analysis
In this study, regressions were applied as temporal regressions and spatial regressions. In temporal regressions, the temperature and elevation data were used in a multi-linear regression analysis with the rainfall data followed by the least squares method [20] influence measures to test the temporal statistical significance of the results. Influence measures assess to what extent the modification of a particular condition will change the rainfall of estimated values and regression coefficients; that is, whether the condition affects the results and conclusions through the regression analysis. Multi-linear regression [34] has measures of influence. According to Hino et al. (1979) , the temporal regression model can be calculated using the following equation [1, [35] [36] [37] :
where Y t is an estimate, β 0 and β 1 are the regression coefficients, x is the independent variable and ε t is the error term. Spatial regressions have been used for quite some time in climatic analysis as explanatory models. Spatial regression techniques, established by Luc Anselin et al. (1998) , describe spatial dependency [38] in series [39] . Spatial regression [40] is a type of the regression model using a proximity matrix or geographic weight matrix in which the neighborhood series about the spatial zones are considered and estimated for spatial autocorrelation. Regression analysis was applied to explore the spatial relationships and observed spatial patterns. According to Woody (2015) , the spatial regression model can be calculated using the following equation [35] :
where β h is the associated regression coefficient and ε t is an error term. In addition, for spatial modelling of variable effectiveness on the rainfall, the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression was applied, with three special characters: (i) the valuation and plotting of the spatial pattern in typical errors; (ii) regression analysis, using nth order polynomial extension of geographical coordinates; and (iii) the calculation of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for the evaluation of model fit. In this study, a local form of linear regression was applied to model spatially varying effectiveness as a Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) method. GWR constructs these separate equations by combining the dependent and explanatory variables of patterns falling within the bandwidth of each affected pattern. 
Global and Local Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis
There are a number of different definitions of spatial autocorrelation to evaluate the spatial patterns of the temperature effect sizes and the elevation on rainfall. According to Cai et al. (2006) , to determine spatial autocorrelation analysis in climate, especially to evaluate the relationship between climatic factors and rainfall, both their locations and relationships values are considered. In global and local spatial autocorrelation analysis of temperature effect sizes and elevation on rainfall, contiguity needs to be measured. In this study, the global and local spatial autocorrelation-based variability methods were used to calculate the effects of temperature and topography on rainfall at the studied stations. The global and local spatial autocorrelation-based variability was presented by the Esri as a method to estimate rainfall spatial variation patterns. The global and local spatial autocorrelation tool measures spatial autocorrelation based on both station locations and station values simultaneously [10, 41, 42] . The spatial relationship between the temperature, topography, and rainfall variables in Iran was statistically examined. Spatial autocorrelation has different aspects and it is most commonly expressed with the spatial relationships and distribution patterns of climatic elements. Spatial autocorrelation is measured based on station locations and climatic element values by using the global and local statistics. This index uses a measure of the spatial autocorrelation coefficient to measure and determine how temperature and rainfall along with elevation locations are clustered, dispersed and randomized in space regarding the correlation between temperature, elevation and rainfall values in Iran [43] [44] [45] . With temperature and elevation spatial autocorrelation effect measurements done at 174 stations and 39,055 temperature and elevation points, Moran's I of the estimation of the effect size (I) equation is: [45] [46] [47] [48] :
where N is the number of stations, Z i and Z j are the deviation of variables from its mean, W ij is the spatial weight of spatial locations i and j and
The value of Moran's I varies between −1 and 1. The value of Moran's I near +1 indicates clustering of the rainfall and the value near to −1 indicates the dispersed pattern of the rainfall and the value near to 0 indicates the random pattern of the rainfall. The statistical significance of spatial autocorrelation can be measured by z-statistics, which is calculated as follows [10] :
where:
where E(I) and V(I) denote the expected amount and the variance of Moran's I respectively, and V[I] represents variance of I. However, the spatial autocorrelation analysis returns five values: the Moran's I Index, the expected index, variance, Z-score, and p-value. The z-scores and p-values were returned by the pattern analysis method and provided the null hypothesis to be confirmed or rejected. When the p-value is very small, it means that there is little probability that the observed spatial pattern is the result of random processes, so the null hypothesis can be rejected. If the p-value is not statistically significant, the null hypothesis is not rejected. It is quite possible that the spatial distribution of observed values is the result of random spatial processes. However, if the positive results of Moran's I statistic with significant p-values and high Z-scores reveal spatially clustered data series. Simultaneously, negative Moran's I statistic shows that the variability pattern is more spatially dispersed [10, 49] . Nevertheless, Moran's I is a general statistic index that shows the amount of autocorrelation in the analysis. When data correlation is spatially significant, it is important to compute local spatial autocorrelation indices. The Getis-Ord Gi statistics provide the statistical probability of clusters of climatic elements having a higher (hot spot) or lower (cold spot) distribution than what would be expected by random values [50, 51] . The distribution similarities in temperature and elevation amounts on rainfall were estimated by using Getis-Ord Gi statistics in each station instead of measuring rainfall frequency. The Getis-Ord Gi statistics are calculating the degree of clustering for either high values or low values. According to ESRI (2014), for local spatial autocorrelation analysis, Getis-Ord Gi statistics should be used via the following equation:
where, x j is the variable value for station j, w i,j is the spatial weight between stations i and j, and N is the total number of stations. The Getis-Ord Gi statistics are inferential, which means that the results of the analysis are interpreted in relation to the null hypothesis. If the p-value is not statistically significant, the null hypothesis is not rejected. It is quite possible that the distribution of the observed values is the result of random spatial processes. If the p-value is statistically significant, and the z-score is positive, the null hypothesis is rejected. It is quite possible that the distribution of high values in the dataset is more spatially clustered and if the p-value is statistically significant, and the z-score is negative, the null hypothesis is rejected. It is quite possible that the spatial distribution of low values in the data is more spatially clustered. The distribution of high values and low values in the data is more spatially dispersed [52] [53] [54] . Considering spatial clustering in the dataset, it is necessary to mention both their location and distance values. We estimated, for distance associated with spatial autocorrelation between temperature and elevation, the amounts and their effects on rainfall by using incremental spatial autocorrelation statistics in each station. Measures of spatial autocorrelation for a series of distances necessarily create a trend of those distances and their corresponding z-scores. Z-scores reflect the intensity of spatial clustering and statistically significant maximum z-scores indicate distances where spatial processes are an expanded clustering process [47, 55] . The incremental spatial autocorrelation statistics apply the Global Moran's index for a dataset of increasing distances and measure the agglomeration of spatial clustering for each distance. The intensity of clustering is determined by the related z-score. Eventually, as the distance increases, the z-score increases too, indicating the increase of clustering. At certain distance, the z-score generally is maximum [10] .
SEM-PLS-GIS Method
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is a statistical method that takes a confirmatory approach to the analysis of a structural theory effect on climatic changes. In order to identify the linear and non-linear relationships, SEM was applied within each climatic series and then compared these relationships across climatic areas in order to predict the interacting relationship between these effects within each climatic pattern separately. After extracting rainfall, temperature and elevation series, the maximum likelihood (ML) method in the SEM was applied. SEM was used to analyze some typical characteristics, including (1) providing a structure for studying causal processes [56] ; (2) forecasting the assessment of direct and indirect effects [57] ; and (3) providing a review of the causal processes in climatic analysis [58] . It was assumed that elevations, DEM and temperature series have a direct effect on rainfall series. In addition, it was assumed that elevations, DEM and temperature series have an indirect effect on rainfall. Since elevation and DEM have a direct effect on temperature and temperature has a direct effect on rainfall, the relationship between elevation and DEM can also be estimated through an indirect effect. The indirect effect related between elevation and DEM was analyzed by using variation patterns of the related temporal-spatial controls. After all, the total effect can be estimated as the amounts of the direct and indirect effects between elevation, DEM and temperature. This paper provides a simple pattern of the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method [59] . PLS was applied to analyze the linear relationships [60] between multiple independent variables (temperature, elevation and DEM) and a dependent variable (rainfall). The direct and indirect effects related between elevation and DEM was extracted using the ordinary kriging and was estimated as the amounts of the direct and indirect effects between elevation, DEM temperature and rainfall (SEM-PLS-GIS). However, a new SEM method is proposed based on SEM-PLS-GIS, which combines the principles of the SEM measurement model and the PLS, SEM structural model [61] and PLS [62] , and spatial trend analysis by GIS. Thus, the new mathematical model can not only generate factors to form a structural model but also ensures the optimum relationship to the objective dependent variables. By using the SEM-PLS-GIS method and spatial relationships, spatial trend analysis and prediction of the temperature and elevation effects on precipitation have been done. The method consists of three components: measurement model, structural model [63] and spatial model [64] . In this method, direct effects represent the relationship between one latent variable to another. Indirect effects reflect the relationship between an independent latent variable (exogenous variable) and a dependent latent variable (endogenous variable) that are mediated by one or more latent variables. The total effect is the sum of the direct and indirect effects. Generally, there are two different ways to measure latent variables. One approach is referred to as reflective measurement, and the other is called formative measurement. According to Azar et al. (2012) , reflective measurement can be used to analyze the temperature and elevation effects on rainfall by using the following equation [65] :
where X h is the observed variable, ξ is the non-dependent latent variable, π h0 is the loading associated to the p-th manifest variable in the q-th block and ε h is the imprecision in the measurement process. Equation (17) is called the reflective method in PLS where ξ is the general endogenous latent variable and ε is the error. The structural model should be used to analyze the temperature and elevation effects on rainfall by using the following equation [65, 66] :
where β jo is the constant coefficient interrelating the q-th exogenous latent variable to the j-th endogenous one, β ij is the general path coefficient interrelating the q-th exogenous latent variable to the j-th endogenous one, ξ j is the error in the inner relation. SEM analyzes the temperature and elevation effects on rainfall by using two components: the structural model and the measurement model; PLS forecasts the temperature and elevation effects on rainfall by using three components: the structural model, the measurement model, and the weighting scheme; GIS analyzes the temperature and elevation effects on rainfall using two components: the spatial and temporal models.
Statistical Significance of Effectiveness
One of the test statistics in the models is the critical ratio (C.R.), which represents the parameter estimate divided by its standard error; as such, it operates as a z-statistic in testing that the estimate is statistically different from zero [66, 67] . Based on a probability level of 0.05, then, the test statistic needs to be > ±1.96 before the hypothesis can be rejected. In the model summary presented in this study, it was observed that AMOS software provided the overall chi-square (X 2 ) value, together with its degrees of freedom and probability value. However, it is essential that we first review four important aspects of fitting hypothesized models; these are (1) the model fitting; (2) the result of statistical significance; (3) the estimation stages; and (4) the goodness-of-fit indexes [5, 57, 66] . Goodness-of-fit indexes were used in this study. Hence, absolute fit indices (AFI), comparative fit indices (CFI) and parsimonious fit indices (PFI) were considered. The comparative fit index is based on comparing the model with competitor models and the parsimonious fit index is dependent on the desired parameters of the researcher. Absolute fit indices include the chi-square index (X2), the goodness-of-fit index (GFI), the adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) and root mean squared residual (RMR), (Fernando Gutierrez, 2014) . The comparative or relative fit index includes the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), the Bentler-Bonnet index (NFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), the relative fit index (RFI), and the incremental fit index (IFI). Parsimonious fit indices include normed chi-square (NC), parsimony ratio (PRATIO), the parsimonious normed fit index (PNFI), the parsimonious goodness-of-fit index (PGFI), root average squared error of approximation (RMSEA) and normed chi-square (CMIN/DF). To compare the models, Akaike information criterion indices (AIC), Browne-Cudeck criterion (BCC), Bayes information criterion (BIS), consistent version of Akaike information criterion (CAIC), non-central parameter (NCP), Hoelter non-central parameter (NCP), Hoelter's index, (HOELTER), the expected cross validation index (ECVI) and the modified expected cross-validation index (MECVI) are used.
Results and Discussion
Temperature and Rainfall Properties
Temperature is one of the most important elements of Iran's and global climate. Usually, the temperature is considered as a climatic element difference between south and north parts of Iran. It has a considerable impact on rainfall distribution in Iran. The maximum rainfall occurs on the southwest of the Caspian Sea, in the northwest on the western slopes of the Zagros Mountains around Sanandaj and Ravansar meteorological stations, and on the southern slopes of the southern Zagros Mountains around the Baft station. Annual rainfall varies from more than 1800 mm in Bandar Anzali to below 55 mm (Figure 2 ) at the Bafgh station [17] . The interior parts of Iran receive much less precipitation. Approximately 94.8% of Iran is arid or semi-arid with low atmospheric precipitation [16, 68] . More than half of Iran receives less rainfall than 200 mm and some parts get less rainfall than 35 mm annually. Seasonal rainfall variations related to Iran's subtropical system position are added to this variability [69] . More than half of the annual rainfall is in winter from westerly systems carrying Mediterranean Sea moisture [17, 70, 71] .
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predicting the studied series was revealed. Through estimating the threshold ratio or critical ratio for the difference between the factors, other factors were carefully compared. As for the temperature variables, we used the calculated minimum temperature, which was found to be the best predictor of precipitation among temperature factors [64] . 
Elevation Distribution
To predict the relationship between topography and rainfall, for Iran, a digital elevation model with 30 m resolution was used. DEM data was extracted from the https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov. Topographic changes and the mid-slopes were estimated from the Extracted DEM to measure terrains elevation levels. The elevation distribution of Iran varies from −28 to 5595 m above sea level. The area is characterized by diverse rainfall patterns with a point range annual rainfall of about 50-1831 mm ( Figure 2 ). For DEM, the correlation coefficient was calculated for rainfall to provide a relationship between rainfall and elevation. The spatial distribution of the elevations was analyzed by DEM. Assessing the effect of the elevation levels on rainfall for Iran demonstrated that rainfall variability is negatively related to elevation. Topographically, almost the entire domain of Iran (85%) is disturbed by various elevation levels. The west of Iran is denominated by a domain of mountains with elevation levels in the direction of northwest to southeast. The eastern part of the country is not subjected to elevation influences. Temperature over Iran varies spatially and the annual temperature mean for the whole of Iran is 19.4 • C above the forecasted period in 39,055 temperature points and 174 stations ( Figure 3 ). The distribution of temperature decreases with altitude and latitude towards the west and northwest of Iran. Rainfall over Iran varies spatially and the annual rainfall for the whole of Iran has the range of 1730 mm over the forecasted period in 39,055 rainfall points and 174 stations ( Figure 4 ). The distribution of rainfall decreases with a certain altitude towards the west and north of Iran [17, 72] . The southwest of the Caspian Sea and western mountains regions received a maximum of 1143-1760 mm of rainfall, whereas the southeast and central parts received about 30-91 mm annually. Most of Iran's mountainous parts have the maximum rainfall amount in winter and the minimum rainfall amount in summer.
( Figure 4 ). The distribution of rainfall decreases with a certain altitude towards the west and north of Iran [17, 72] . The southwest of the Caspian Sea and western mountains regions received a maximum of 1143-1760 mm of rainfall, whereas the southeast and central parts received about 30-91 mm annually. Most of Iran's mountainous parts have the maximum rainfall amount in winter and the minimum rainfall amount in summer. 
Statistical Analysis of Data Properties
The statistical properties of original and estimated series revealed the various estimated distributions of data (Table 1) . According to the results of the statistical properties of original and estimated series, considerable similarities were shown. Mean values of the data series, original and estimated rainfall studied in Iran were 322.8 mm and 313 mm, respectively. Mean values of the data series for the original and estimated temperature series calculated in Iran were 17.8 °C and 17.61 °C, respectively. Mean values of the data series, original and estimated elevation studied in Iran were 1053.4 m and 1139.4 m, respectively. The results of this analysis indicated that the described values of statistical properties for original and estimated series conformed considerably in 40 periods. In the series statistical properties examined, predicated rainfall showed a maximum variation (RSD = 99.01%), while the variability of predicated elevation (RSD = 54.32%) was minimum. In relation to the 
The statistical properties of original and estimated series revealed the various estimated distributions of data (Table 1) In the series statistical properties examined, predicated rainfall showed a maximum variation (RSD = 99.01%), while the variability of predicated elevation (RSD = 54.32%) was minimum. In relation to the analysis of relative standard deviation, rainfall series showed a strong variability whereas temperature showed a modest variability and elevation showed a weak variability. We forecasted our analysis hypotheses by computing the coefficient of variations of the effect of temperature, elevation and rainfall of 174 stations.
Selection of Interpolation Method
For regionalization, the rainfall and temperatures variation patterns estimated the cross-validation of predicated series. The cross-validation of predicated series revealed RMSSE values for ordinary kriging (Table 2) closer to zero, showing that the ordinary kriging method is suitable to predict the spatial variability. RMSE values of simple kriging for summer temperature (2.31) were smaller than the ordinary kriging methods ( Table 2 ), revealing that the spatial variability prediction of summer temperature is suitable using simple kriging. Figure 5 shows the variability of temperature for all 174 stations in the increasing annual period (21%-67%) from northwest to south and southeast Iran.
For regionalization, the rainfall and temperatures variation patterns estimated the crossvalidation of predicated series. The cross-validation of predicated series revealed RMSSE values for ordinary kriging (Table 2) closer to zero, showing that the ordinary kriging method is suitable to predict the spatial variability. RMSE values of simple kriging for summer temperature (2.31) were smaller than the ordinary kriging methods ( Table 2 ), revealing that the spatial variability prediction of summer temperature is suitable using simple kriging. Figure 5 shows the variability of temperature for all 174 stations in the increasing annual period (21%-67%) from northwest to south and southeast Iran. Figure 6 shows the variation patterns of rainfall for all 174 stations as about 3.4%-110% which are decreasing from north to south for the annual period (inverse pattern of temperature). Figure 6 shows the variation patterns of elevation for all 39,055 elevation points in the annual period as about 0%-48% which are irregular in Iran and are increasing in the western mountainous region. Therefore, we evaluated our hypotheses by computing the six models of the effect of temperature and elevation on rainfall. Figure 6 shows the variation patterns of rainfall for all 174 stations as about 3.4%-110% which are decreasing from north to south for the annual period (inverse pattern of temperature). Figure 6 shows the variation patterns of elevation for all 39,055 elevation points in the annual period as about 0%-48% which are irregular in Iran and are increasing in the western mountainous region. Therefore, we evaluated our hypotheses by computing the six models of the effect of temperature and elevation on rainfall. 
Temporal Correlation Analysis
Analyzing the elevation distribution according to the height values will produce topological changes, providing the analysis of the effects of topography on rainfall in Iran. Iran's variations of elevation distribution are shown in Figure 2 for different elevation levels by using 39,055 elevations points. For every level, the average elevation between the mean of elevation points' amounts from all levels is presented. According to data properties, we computed a temporal correlation coefficient between the rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts for all stations. According to Table 3 , there are significant correlation coefficients between the temperature, elevation, and rainfall for Iran and for all periods. 
Analyzing the elevation distribution according to the height values will produce topological changes, providing the analysis of the effects of topography on rainfall in Iran. Iran's variations of elevation distribution are shown in Figure 2 for different elevation levels by using 39,055 elevations points. For every level, the average elevation between the mean of elevation points' amounts from all levels is presented. According to data properties, we computed a temporal correlation coefficient between the rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts for all stations. According to Table 3 , there are significant correlation coefficients between the temperature, elevation, and rainfall for Iran and for all periods. In Table 3 , the test statistics are the Citical Ratio (C.R.), which represents the parameter estimate (regression weights) divided by its Standard Error (S.E.); as such, it operates as a z-statistic in testing that the estimate is statistically different from zero. There are differences in the regression weights of variables between models for all temperatures, topography and rainfall (*** p < 0.001). The critical ratio is the significance of path coefficients. When the Critical Ratio (CR) is >1.96 for a regression weight, that path is significant at the 0.05 level or higher (that is, its estimated path parameter is significant). In the p-value column, three asterisks (***) indicate significance smaller than 0.001.
The results of temporal correlation computation are shown in Table 4 between the temperature, elevation, and rainfall for monthly, seasonal, and annual periods. According to Table 4 , there are negative values between the temperature and rainfall for Iran and for all periods, except January and December (with weak correlation). According to Table 4 , there are negative values between the elevation and rainfall for Iran and for all periods, except winter and spring and the months of February, March, April, and May (with weak correlation). Table 4 also shows the determination coefficient (R 2 ) between the rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts for all stations. According to Table 4 , there are no significant determination coefficients between the temperature, elevation, and rainfall for Iran and for all periods, except winter and the month of April (under the 65%). Squared multiple correlation (R 2 ) is an indicator of the ratio of the variance of the endogenous variable (annual rainfall) that is estimated by temperatures and topography variables. It is assumed that the higher the value of the squared multiple correlation, the greater the explanatory rule of the regression model, and thus the better the prediction of the dependent variable. The squared multiple correlations (the coefficient of determination) show that 0.638% or 63.8% of the variance of support for the April temperature is estimated by the variance in April rainfall. The model cannot explain the remaining 0.362% or 36.2% of the variance of support for April temperature. However, a significant relation is not observed between temperature, elevation, and rainfall in the entire region. R 2 was only significant for the season of winter and the month of April in the period 1975-2014 (Table 5) . Testing was implemented with Student's t test having degrees of freedom of 173 and a critical value of 1.96. The significant Student's t test between temperature and precipitation in Iran was only observed by comparing the relation of elevation and rainfall. In temporal correlation analysis between the monthly temperatures and annual rainfall (Figure 7 ), we observed a significant negative relationship (with the exception of the months of January, February, 134.886 = 6.605, P value = 0.000 for direct relationship), and conflicting direct effects of monthly temperatures on annual rainfall (Figure 7 ). According to Figure 7 , there are different relationships (0.0 < R 2 < 0.99) between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. Also, there were significant relationships (PE sig = X 2 DF = 155.76 55 = 2.832, RMSEA = 0.005 and P = 0.000) for the first model between the temperature series and annual rainfall (Figure 7) . The direct positive relationship of the temperature to annual rainfall (August =0.47 and September = 0.44) is an important aspect in Iran compared to other months, whereas the direct negative relationship of the temperature to annual rainfall was estimated (June and July = −0.36) as an essential aspect in Iran compared to other months. In temporal correlation analysis between the monthly temperatures and annual rainfall (Figure 7 ), we observed a significant negative relationship (with the exception of the months of January, February, March and December), a significant positive relationship (R 2 = 0.86) with other months, especially with August ( or C. R. = The temporal correlation analysis between the monthly temperatures and annual rainfall. In Figure 7 , the double-headed arrows indicate covariance or correlation between pairs of variables. The correlation model shows that monthly temperatures have negative and positive correlations (red data) on annual rainfall. In the model summary presented in Figure 7 , we observed the overall chi-square (χ 2 ) value, together with its degrees of freedom, RMSEA 0.005 (a suitable fit) and probability value.
Principally, the degrees of monthly temperature effectiveness on annual rainfall differed significantly in Iran. In a temporal correlation analysis between the elevation, monthly temperature and annual rainfall (Figure 8 ), a significant negative correlation (
= 2.57, = 0.008 and = 0.000) between elevation and annual rainfall (R = −0.30) and conflicting direct effects of monthly temperature on annual rainfall were observed ( Figure 8 ). The temporal correlation analysis between the monthly temperatures and annual rainfall. In Figure 7 , the double-headed arrows indicate covariance or correlation between pairs of variables. The correlation model shows that monthly temperatures have negative and positive correlations (red data) on annual rainfall. In the model summary presented in Figure 7 , we observed the overall chi-square (χ 2 ) value, together with its degrees of freedom, RMSEA 0.005 (a suitable fit) and probability value.
Principally, the degrees of monthly temperature effectiveness on annual rainfall differed significantly in Iran. In a temporal correlation analysis between the elevation, monthly temperature and annual rainfall (Figure 8 ), a significant negative correlation (NE sig = X 2 DF = 156.56 61 = 2.57, RMSEA = 0.008 and P = 0.000) between elevation and annual rainfall (R = −0.30) and conflicting direct effects of monthly temperature on annual rainfall were observed (Figure 8 ).
Spatial Correlation Analysis
We computed spatial correlations between the rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts for all stations. Spatial correlations between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM weres measured by analyzing the experimental cross-variograms. A curve such as that in the cross-variogram was described by Nugget Variance or C 0 (the y-intercept of the model); Sill or C 0 + C (the model asymptote; and Range or A (the separation distance over which spatial dependence is supposed). Such a curve can be modeled by using three parameters-a nugget variance, a sill, and a range. The Residual Sums of Squares (RSS) presents a careful measure of how well the model fits the variogram data; the lower the reduced sums of s are, the better the model fits. The r 2 shows a signal of how well the model fits the variogram data; this value is not as sensitive or robust as the RSS value for best-fit calculations; use RSS to judge the effect of changes in model parameters. Ratio C/(C 0 + C) (RNS), a kind of statistics, presents a measure of the ratio of sample variance (C 0 + C) that is illuminated by spatially structured variance C. This value will be 1.0 for a variogram with no nugget variance; conversely, it will be 0 where there is no spatially dependent variation at the range indicated, i.e., where there is a theoretical nugget effect. In spatial correlation analysis, there are two models; the isotropic (straight line variogram) and Anisotropic variograms (directional information in the range parameter). In this study, we applied the Anisotropic variograms by a linear model (each model can be depicted using the terms Nugget Variance or C 0 ; Sill or C 0 + C; Range or A (A1-the range parameter for the major axis of variation and A2-the range parameter for the minor axis); Ratio C/ (C 0 + C) or RNS and RSS. The cross-variograms depicted between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM are displayed in Figure 9 . The type of correlation is displayed by the distributed lines in Figure 9 . 
We computed spatial correlations between the rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts for all stations. Spatial correlations between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM weres measured by analyzing the experimental cross-variograms. A curve such as that in the crossvariogram was described by Nugget Variance or C0 (the y-intercept of the model); Sill or C0 + C (the model asymptote; and Range or A (the separation distance over which spatial dependence is supposed). Such a curve can be modeled by using three parameters-a nugget variance, a sill, and a range. The Residual Sums of Squares (RSS) presents a careful measure of how well the model fits the variogram data; the lower the reduced sums of s are, the better the model fits. The r 2 shows a signal of how well the model fits the variogram data; this value is not as sensitive or robust as the RSS value for best-fit calculations; use RSS to judge the effect of changes in model parameters. Ratio C/(C0 + C) (RNS), a kind of statistics, presents a measure of the ratio of sample variance (C0 + C) that is illuminated by spatially structured variance C. This value will be 1.0 for a variogram with no nugget variance; conversely, it will be 0 where there is no spatially dependent variation at the range indicated, i.e., where there is a theoretical nugget effect. In spatial correlation analysis, there are two models; the isotropic (straight line variogram) and Anisotropic variograms (directional information in the range parameter). In this study, we applied the Anisotropic variograms by a linear model (each model can be depicted using the terms Nugget Variance or C0; Sill or C0 + C; Range or A (A1-the range parameter for the major axis of variation and A2-the range parameter for the minor axis); Ratio C/ (C0 + C) or RNS and RSS. The cross-variograms depicted between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM are displayed in Figure 9 . The type of correlation is displayed by the distributed lines in Figure 9 . The cross-variograms between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM displayed both negative and positive effects for lag distances, revealing that variables vary in different methods with the lag distance. As stated by Rosemary et al. (2017), the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM values displayed strong spatial dependencies (RNS < 25%) (Figure 10) , while all the other series revealed a moderate spatial dependency (25% < RNS < 75%); all the other series showed a moderate The cross-variograms between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM displayed both negative and positive effects for lag distances, revealing that variables vary in different methods with the lag distance. As stated by Rosemary et al. (2017) , the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM values displayed strong spatial dependencies (RNS < 25%) (Figure 10) , while all the other series revealed a moderate spatial dependency (25% < RNS < 75%); all the other series showed a moderate spatial irregularity (75% < RNS < 100%); and all the other series showed a strong spatial irregularity (RNS > 100%) [33] (Figure 11 
The cross-variograms between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM displayed both negative and positive effects for lag distances, revealing that variables vary in different methods with the lag distance. As stated by Rosemary et al. (2017) , the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM values displayed strong spatial dependencies (RNS < 25%) (Figure 10) , while all the other series revealed a moderate spatial dependency (25% < RNS < 75%); all the other series showed a moderate spatial irregularity (75% < RNS < 100%); and all the other series showed a strong spatial irregularity (RNS > 100%) [33] (Figure 11 ). According to the cross-variograms, the elevation and rainfall revealed a strong spatial irregularity (RNS > 105.87%) between the elevation and rainfall (Figure 10 ). In addition, the crossvariograms, the temperature and rainfall showed a strong spatial irregularity (RNS > 100.01%) (Figure 10 ), whereas the cross-variograms, the DEM, and rainfall (RNS = 99.98%) displayed a moderate spatial irregularity (75% < RNS < 100%) (Figure 11 ). The change of variograms suggested the presence of spatial irregularity (significant spatial non-dependence) for rainfall, temperature, According to the cross-variograms, the elevation and rainfall revealed a strong spatial irregularity (RNS > 105.87%) between the elevation and rainfall (Figure 10 ). In addition, the cross-variograms, the temperature and rainfall showed a strong spatial irregularity (RNS > 100.01%) (Figure 10 ), whereas the cross-variograms, the DEM, and rainfall (RNS = 99.98%) displayed a moderate spatial irregularity (75% < RNS < 100%) (Figure 11 ). The change of variograms suggested the presence of spatial irregularity (significant spatial non-dependence) for rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM over a distance which displayed that the extreme amount of spatial irregularity is presented by natural variability of rainfall patterns. We analyzed the correlogram between the rainfall, temperature, DEM and elevation amounts for all stations.
Atmosphere 2017, 8, 45 18 of 39 elevation and DEM over a distance which displayed that the extreme amount of spatial irregularity is presented by natural variability of rainfall patterns. We analyzed the correlogram between the rainfall, temperature, DEM and elevation amounts for all stations. The correlogram is the most commonly used statistics for autocorrelation analyses in climatic studies. These are the essential statistics for predicting the spatial pattern analysis by Moran's I statistic. A way of assessing the correlation coefficient in the existence of autocorrelation is to use the amount of degrees of freedom-a method established by Clifford et al. (1989) [73] . The correlograms depicted between the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM are displayed in Figures 9-11 . According to Figures 9-11 , the sampling interval between the temperature, elevation, DEM, and rainfall for predicting the spatial pattern analysis using autocorrelation analyses difference was suggested. Distance testing was applied as a sampling interval for the spatial correlation between the temperature and rainfall and the amount of rainfall. It was estimated to be less than 7.5 m in Iran, while the sampling interval for the spatial correlation between the elevation and rainfall was calculated and the amount of rainfall was estimated to be less than 3.1 m; the sampling interval for the spatial correlation between DEM and rainfall was estimated to be less than 3.4 m. However, the rainfall, temperature, elevation and DEM changes are measured spatially correlated, and the temperature, is showed the more variations spatially.
Effectiveness Analysis
The effectiveness between monthly, seasonal and annual temperatures, elevation and DEM on rainfall for the regionalization of rainfall by using causal models has also been analyzed. According to Figure 12 , there is significant positive effectiveness (PE sig ) between February, May, August and December temperature and annual rainfall in Iran, while the significant negative effectiveness between March, April and September temperatures and annual rainfall was observed ( Figure 12 ). It suggests that the maximum effectiveness of the positive temperature to annual rainfall (February = 1.16) and maximum effectiveness of the negative temperature to annual rainfall (March = −1.46) is an important aspect compared to other months in Iran. An error term (e1) is associated with an observed variable (annual rainfall). In the model summary presented in Figure 12 , the overall chi-square (χ 2 ) value, together with its degrees of freedom and probability value was observed. = 2.73, RMSEA = 0.006 and P = 0.000) ( Figure 13 ). Moreover, there was a significant indirect positive effectiveness (0.80 < R 2 < 1) between monthly temperature and annual rainfall, especially in May (Indirect = 2) and a significant indirect negative effectiveness between monthly temperature series, especially in June (indirect = −1.09).
the model summary presented in Figure 12 , the overall chi-square (χ 2 ) value, together with its degrees of freedom and probability value was observed. According to Figure 14 , there is significant positive (0.94 < R 2 < 1) effectiveness between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. In addition, the significant positive effectiveness According to Figure 14 , there is significant positive (0.94 < R 2 < 1) effectiveness between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. In addition, the significant positive effectiveness (PE sig = X 2 DF = 173. 65 58 = 2.99, RMSEA = 0.006 and P = 0.000) was observed for the second model between the temperature series and annual rainfall (Figure 14) .
According to Figure 15 , there is significant positive (0.99 < R 2 < 1) effectiveness between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. Moreover, the significant positive effectiveness (PE sig = X 2 DF =
48
= 2.52, RMSEA = 0.007 and P = 0.000) for the third model was observed between the temperature series and annual rainfall ( Figure 15 ) and the maximum indirect effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (May = 0.89 and November = 0.72) compared with other months in Iran.
According to Figure 16 , there is significant positive and negative (0.86 < R 2 < 0.99) effectiveness between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. Also, the significant positive effectiveness (PE sig = X 2 DF = 48.342 23 = 2.102, RMSEA = 0.003 and P = 0.000) for the fourth model was observed between the temperature series and annual rainfall (Figure 16 ), the maximum indirect positive effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (May = 3.1 and October = 1.31) and also the maximum indirect negative effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (June = −2.39) as an important characteristic compared to other months in Iran. = 2.99, = 0.006 and = 0.000 ) was observed for the second model between the temperature series and annual rainfall (Figure 14) . Monthly effectiveness investigated on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness model shows that nine monthly temperature series (January, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November and December) have indirect effects on annual rainfall. February temperature has a direct effect (negative effect) on annual rainfall. According to Figure 14 , there is significant (0.94 < R 2 < 1) effectiveness (red data) between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran.
According to Figure 15 , there is significant positive (0.99 < R 2 < 1) effectiveness between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. Moreover, the significant positive effectiveness
= 2.52, = 0.007 and = 0.000 ) for the third model was observed between the temperature series and annual rainfall ( Figure 15 ) and the maximum indirect effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (May = 0.89 and November = 0.72) compared with other months in Iran. Figure 15 . The effectiveness between the monthly temperature and annual rainfall (third model).
Monthly effectiveness investigated on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness model shows that ten monthly temperature series (January, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November Monthly effectiveness investigated on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness model shows that nine monthly temperature series (January, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November and December) have indirect effects on annual rainfall. February temperature has a direct effect (negative effect) on annual rainfall. According to Figure 14 , there is significant (0.94 < R 2 < 1) effectiveness (red data) between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. Figure 14 . The effectiveness between the monthly temperature and annual rainfall (second model).
Monthly effectiveness investigated on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness model shows that nine monthly temperature series (January, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November and December) have indirect effects on annual rainfall. February temperature has a direct effect (negative effect) on annual rainfall. According to Figure 14 , there is significant (0.94 < R 2 < 1) effectiveness (red data) between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran.
= 2.52, = 0.007 and = 0.000 ) for the third model was observed between the temperature series and annual rainfall ( Figure 15 ) and the maximum indirect effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (May = 0.89 and November = 0.72) compared with other months in Iran. Monthly effectiveness investigated on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness model shows that ten monthly temperature series (January, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November and December) have an indirect effect on annual rainfall. March temperature has a direct effect (negative effect) on annual rainfall. Monthly effectiveness investigated on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness model shows that ten monthly temperature series (January, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November and December) have an indirect effect on annual rainfall. March temperature has a direct effect (negative effect) on annual rainfall.
between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. Also, the significant positive effectiveness
= 2.102, = 0.003 and = 0.000 ) for the fourth model was observed between the temperature series and annual rainfall (Figure 16 ), the maximum indirect positive effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (May = 3.1 and October = 1.31) and also the maximum indirect negative effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (June = −2.39) as an important characteristic compared to other months in Iran. According to Figure 17 , there is significant positive and negative (R 2 = 0.99) effectiveness between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. In addition, the significant positive effectiveness (PE sig = According to Figure 16 , there is significant positive and negative (0.86 < R 2 < 0.99) effectiveness between the temperature series and annual rainfall in Iran. Also, the significant positive effectiveness
= 2.102, = 0.003 and = 0.000 ) for the fourth model was observed between the temperature series and annual rainfall (Figure 16 ), the maximum indirect positive effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (May = 3.1 and October = 1.31) and also the maximum indirect negative effectiveness of the temperature to annual rainfall (June = −2.39) as an important characteristic compared to other months in Iran. According to Figure 18 , there is weak negative effectiveness (NE sig ) between the elevation and monthly temperature and annual rainfall in Iran (sixth model), while the significant negative effectiveness between the March and February temperature (1.23 and −2.02) and annual rainfall was observed ( Figure 18 ). This indicates the maximum indirect effectiveness of the positive temperature to annual rainfall (May = 1.52) and the maximum indirect effectiveness of the negative temperature to annual rainfall (June= −0.72) as a valuable property evaluated against other factors in Iran.
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According to Figure 18 , there is weak negative effectiveness (NEsig) between the elevation and monthly temperature and annual rainfall in Iran (sixth model), while the significant negative effectiveness between the March and February temperature (1.23 and −2.02) and annual rainfall was observed ( Figure 18 ). This indicates the maximum indirect effectiveness of the positive temperature to annual rainfall (May = 1.52) and the maximum indirect effectiveness of the negative temperature to annual rainfall (June= −0.72) as a valuable property evaluated against other factors in Iran. According to Figure 19 , there is weak negative effectiveness (NEsig) between the elevation, DEM, monthly temperature and annual rainfall in Iran. Moreover, the significant negative effectiveness was observed between the DEM (R 2 = 0.66), elevation (R 2 = 0.48), monthly temperature (0.83 < R 2 < 0.99) and annual rainfall (Figure 19 ). This indicates the weak direct effectiveness of DEM (−0.02) and elevation (−0.05) to annual rainfall as an important property evaluated against rainfall formation factors (seventh model) in Iran. According to Figure 19 , there is weak negative effectiveness (NE sig ) between the elevation, DEM, monthly temperature and annual rainfall in Iran. Moreover, the significant negative effectiveness was observed between the DEM (R 2 = 0.66), elevation (R 2 = 0.48), monthly temperature (0.83 < R 2 < 0.99) and annual rainfall (Figure 19 ). This indicates the weak direct effectiveness of DEM (−0.02) and elevation (−0.05) to annual rainfall as an important property evaluated against rainfall formation factors (seventh model) in Iran.
According to Figure 18 , there is weak negative effectiveness (NEsig) between the elevation and monthly temperature and annual rainfall in Iran (sixth model), while the significant negative effectiveness between the March and February temperature (1.23 and −2.02) and annual rainfall was observed ( Figure 18 ). This indicates the maximum indirect effectiveness of the positive temperature to annual rainfall (May = 1.52) and the maximum indirect effectiveness of the negative temperature to annual rainfall (June= −0.72) as a valuable property evaluated against other factors in Iran. According to Figure 19 , there is weak negative effectiveness (NEsig) between the elevation, DEM, monthly temperature and annual rainfall in Iran. Moreover, the significant negative effectiveness was observed between the DEM (R 2 = 0.66), elevation (R 2 = 0.48), monthly temperature (0.83 < R 2 < 0.99) and annual rainfall (Figure 19 ). This indicates the weak direct effectiveness of DEM (−0.02) and elevation (−0.05) to annual rainfall as an important property evaluated against rainfall formation factors (seventh model) in Iran. The effectiveness of seasonal temperature, elevation and DEM on the annual rainfall was computed. According to Figure 20 , there is strong direct positive effectiveness (PE sig ) between the autumn temperature and annual rainfall in Iran. However, the significant positive effectiveness between the autumn temperature (R 2 = 0.63) and annual rainfall was observed (Figure 20) . The effectiveness of seasonal temperature, elevation and DEM on the annual rainfall was computed. According to Figure 20 , there is strong direct positive effectiveness (PEsig) between the autumn temperature and annual rainfall in Iran. However, the significant positive effectiveness between the autumn temperature (R 2 = 0.63) and annual rainfall was observed (Figure 20) . According to Figure 20 , there is strong direct negative effectiveness (NEsig) between the spring temperature and annual rainfall in Iran. Significant negative effectiveness was observed between the spring temperature (R 2 = 0.47) and annual rainfall (Figure 20 ). In addition, there is weak direct negative effectiveness (PEsig) between the winter temperature (−0.32) and annual rainfall in Iran, while we observed the weak positive effectiveness between the summer temperature (0.38) and annual rainfall ( Figure 20 ). According to Figure 20 , there is strong positive effectiveness (PEsig) between the autumn temperature (0.77) and annual rainfall in Iran (eighth model). According to Figure 20 , there is strong indirect negative (−0.67) effectiveness (PEsig) between the spring temperature, elevation and DEM and annual rainfall in Iran (eighth model). In addition, effectiveness models in SEM include the measurement model and the structural model. A measurement model measures the latent variables, whereas the structural model investigates all the path pattern relations [74] . However, the analyzed patterns of temperature elevation and DEM effectiveness to annual rainfall (SEM models) are displayed as the effectiveness final model in Figure 21 . According to Figure 21 , there is strong direct negative effectiveness (NE sig) between the monthly temperature (−0.66) and annual rainfall in Iran (ninth model) and significant negative effectiveness was observed between the topography (elevation and DEM) (R 2 = 0.68 and 0.92) and annual rainfall (Figure 21 ). In addition, there is weak direct positive effectiveness (PEsig) between the seasonal temperature (0.03) and annual rainfall in Iran. As it was observed, there was weak positive effectiveness between the summer temperature (0.96) and annual rainfall ( Figure 21 ). Finally, findings of effectiveness between the monthly temperature, seasonal temperature and topography (Figure 21 ) showed the strong negative effectiveness between the monthly temperature (−0.66), topography (−0.60), and annual rainfall in comparison with seasonal temperature. However, the results of this study suggested that the estimated values of component effectiveness to rainfall varied significantly in Iran. According to Figure 20 , there is strong direct negative effectiveness (NE sig ) between the spring temperature and annual rainfall in Iran. Significant negative effectiveness was observed between the spring temperature (R 2 = 0.47) and annual rainfall (Figure 20 ). In addition, there is weak direct negative effectiveness (PE sig ) between the winter temperature (−0.32) and annual rainfall in Iran, while we observed the weak positive effectiveness between the summer temperature (0.38) and annual rainfall ( Figure 20 ). According to Figure 20 , there is strong positive effectiveness (PE sig ) between the autumn temperature (0.77) and annual rainfall in Iran (eighth model). According to Figure 20 , there is strong indirect negative (−0.67) effectiveness (PE sig ) between the spring temperature, elevation and DEM and annual rainfall in Iran (eighth model). In addition, effectiveness models in SEM include the measurement model and the structural model. A measurement model measures the latent variables, whereas the structural model investigates all the path pattern relations [74] . However, the analyzed patterns of temperature elevation and DEM effectiveness to annual rainfall (SEM models) are displayed as the effectiveness final model in Figure 21 . According to Figure 21 , there is strong direct negative effectiveness (NE sig ) between the monthly temperature (−0.66) and annual rainfall in Iran (ninth model) and significant negative effectiveness was observed between the topography (elevation and DEM) (R 2 = 0.68 and 0.92) and annual rainfall (Figure 21 ). In addition, there is weak direct positive effectiveness (PE sig ) between the seasonal temperature (0.03) and annual rainfall in Iran. As it was observed, there was weak positive effectiveness between the summer temperature (0.96) and annual rainfall (Figure 21 ). Finally, findings of effectiveness between the monthly temperature, seasonal temperature and topography (Figure 21 ) showed the strong negative effectiveness between the monthly temperature (−0.66), topography (−0.60), and annual rainfall in comparison with seasonal temperature. However, the results of this study suggested that the estimated values of component effectiveness to rainfall varied significantly in Iran. Measurement and structural models analyzed on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness and causality model shows that latent variables or factors (monthly temperature series, seasonal and annual temperature series and topography) have direct (negative effects) and indirect effects (negative and positive effects) on annual rainfall (0.68 < R 2 < 0.99, or 68%-99%, red data).
Moreover, mean effect size between the rainfall, temperature, DEM, and elevation amounts for all stations was computed. The main effect plot is most useful for the rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts for all stations. Main effect plots were used to assess two-way interactions and evaluated the lines to understand how interactions affect the response. Figure 21 shows the main effect plots of rainfall values for all stations, temperature, DEM and elevation for all periods. However, Figure 21 shows that the variables have the main effect. In addition, by comparing the effectiveness of the variables, we can compare the relative magnitude of the effects. Therefore, Figure  21 shows the different effectiveness of temperature, DEM and elevation factors on the rainfall; the negative effects of monthly temperature (−0.66) and topography (−0.60) on rainfall are significant; and the weak positive effect of seasonal and annual temperature (0.03) on rainfall is not significant. Figure  21 also shows that all effects are significant (0.68 < R 2 < 0.99). To determine if a pattern is statistically significant, check the p-value of the term in the analysis of variance in Table 6 . 
Goodness-of-Fit Indexes of Effectiveness
The goodness-of-fit index is a widely used and useful index for the evaluation of effectiveness results. In this study, the goodness-of-fit index indicated only effectiveness differences between data series, while the spatially combined valuation indicated noticeable changes in the rainfall on the different scales. The goodness-of-fit index of effectiveness ninth model is presented in Table 7 . The goodness-of-fit index was used in this study (Table 7) . Table 7 demonstrates that four of the indices of goodness for the sixth models, i.e., CFI 0.991, IFI 0.989, NFI 0.990, and TLI 0.971, are acceptable. Based on these findings, it can be claimed that this construct fits the complete model very well. Results indicated that there are factors affecting rainfall in Iran. The findings of this study also indicated that among the three temperature, elevation, and DEM factors ("complete" final model) Figure 21 . The effectiveness of the temperatures, elevation, and DEM on annual rainfall (final model). Measurement and structural models analyzed on annual rainfall series. The effectiveness and causality model shows that latent variables or factors (monthly temperature series, seasonal and annual temperature series and topography) have direct (negative effects) and indirect effects (negative and positive effects) on annual rainfall (0.68 < R 2 < 0.99, or 68%-99%, red data).
Moreover, mean effect size between the rainfall, temperature, DEM, and elevation amounts for all stations was computed. The main effect plot is most useful for the rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts for all stations. Main effect plots were used to assess two-way interactions and evaluated the lines to understand how interactions affect the response. Figure 21 shows the main effect plots of rainfall values for all stations, temperature, DEM and elevation for all periods. However, Figure 21 shows that the variables have the main effect. In addition, by comparing the effectiveness of the variables, we can compare the relative magnitude of the effects. Therefore, Figure 21 shows the different effectiveness of temperature, DEM and elevation factors on the rainfall; the negative effects of monthly temperature (−0.66) and topography (−0.60) on rainfall are significant; and the weak positive effect of seasonal and annual temperature (0.03) on rainfall is not significant. Figure 21 also shows that all effects are significant (0.68 < R 2 < 0.99). To determine if a pattern is statistically significant, check the p-value of the term in the analysis of variance in Table 6 . 
The goodness-of-fit index is a widely used and useful index for the evaluation of effectiveness results. In this study, the goodness-of-fit index indicated only effectiveness differences between data series, while the spatially combined valuation indicated noticeable changes in the rainfall on the different scales. The goodness-of-fit index of effectiveness ninth model is presented in Table 7 . The goodness-of-fit index was used in this study (Table 7) . Table 7 demonstrates that four of the indices of goodness for the sixth models, i.e., CFI 0.991, IFI 0.989, NFI 0.990, and TLI 0.971, are acceptable.
Based on these findings, it can be claimed that this construct fits the complete model very well. Results indicated that there are factors affecting rainfall in Iran. The findings of this study also indicated that among the three temperature, elevation, and DEM factors ("complete" final model) which were influential in rainfall, the temperature had the highest effect on the rate of rainfall. The hypothesis that the temperature affects the rate of rainfall in Iran is also accepted. 
Regression Analysis
The effect of temperature, elevation and DEM on rainfall was analyzed by measuring Regression Models (RM). The spatial and temporal regression models were used to explore the effectiveness of the temperature, DEM and elevation amounts on rainfall using spatial and temporal multi-regression models for all stations. For spatial modelling of variables' effectiveness on rainfall, the multi-regression, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression, and Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) models were applied.
Temporal Regression Analysis
A multi-regression model with weights applied to the effect analysis of temperature, DEM and elevation on rainfall was computed. Temperature, DEM, elevation on rainfall, the inequality between the temperature and elevation values and the estimated rainfall value were assessed based on the errors by using linear multi-regression. In linear multi-regression, the estimated relation is calculated by determining the equation that minimizes the sum of the squared distances between the temperature and elevation points and the estimated rainfall values. Equation (19) examines the relationship between temperature (monthly, seasonal and annual) and rainfall with a determination correlation (R-squared) of about 63.89%. In order to analyze the temperature effects on rainfall, the forecasted regression model needs to be used and the following equation is used: (19) where, Tem is the temperature, JAN is the January month, FEB is the February month, MAR is the March month, and ANNUAL is the annual temperature. The estimated R-squared value indicates how well each calculated model predicts the response and is only calculated when cross-validation is used. In this study, the PLS model is selected with the highest estimated R. Examining R and estimating R-values is done to determine if the model selected by cross-validation is the most appropriate. The estimated R-squared between the temperature variables and the estimated rainfall value was measured by using Minitab software with a determination coefficient of about 53.19%. A linear model with weights to forecast the rainfall variations was computed. (20) where Tem is the temperature, winter is the winter temperature, spring is the spring temperature, summer is the summer temperature, autumn is the autumn temperature, Jan is the January month, (20) where Tem is the temperature, winter is the winter temperature, spring is the spring temperature, summer is the summer temperature, autumn is the autumn temperature, Jan is the January month, (20) where Tem is the temperature, winter is the winter temperature, spring is the spring temperature, summer is the summer temperature, autumn is the autumn temperature, Jan is the January month, 19 and 20 examine the relationship between temperature, elevation (monthly, seasonal and annual), and rainfall with a determination coefficient (R-squared) of about 63.89% and 66.4%. The impact of temperature and elevation on the rainfall during various periods is coordinated with a determination coefficient of 66.4%. The determination coefficient also shows that the interaction effects are significant.
The determination coefficient of models shows that the major difference of effect in 66.4% and 63.89% is not significant. The coefficient of determination shows that there is not a major difference between the temperature and the elevation on rainfall. Accordingly, it becomes clear that the temperature effect is more effective than elevation in Iran.
Spatial Regression Analysis
In this study, as a result of spatial autocorrelation between the temperature, elevation, DEM and rainfall, we applied the Ordinary Least Squares regression (OLS) as a global regression to analyze the relations between series and local patterns with three special features: (1) the evaluation and mapping of spatial structure in model errors (which may reveal the need for explicit spatial modelling); (2) partial regression analysis, using up to an order polynomial expansion of geographical coordinates; and (3) the calculation of the Akaike information criterion (AIC) for valuation of model fit. The t-test shows the statistical relationship between predictor variables (temperature, elevation and DEM) and the response variable (rainfall). However, the p-value for temperature and DEM (<0.002) is smaller than the common alpha level of 0.05, which reveals that it is statistically significant. In addition, the p-value for elevation (0.958) is greater than the common alpha level of 0.05, which shows that it is not statistically significant. Because OLS will provide the best estimates only when all of these assumptions are met, it is extremely important to test them and check the correlation between analysts using the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). However, Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) measure how much the variance of the estimated OLS coefficients are inflated as compared to when the predictor variables are not linearly related. Use the guidelines to interpret the VIF: 1 < VIF < 5 moderately correlated; 5 < VIF < 10 highly correlated; and VIF values greater than 10 may indicate that multicollinearity is overly influencing OLS results. In Table 8 -stationary) ; use Wald Statistic to determine the overall model significance. Jarque-Bera Statistic: when this test is statistically significant (p < 0.01), model predictions are biased (the residuals are not normally distributed). Bandwidth or Neighbors are the numbers of neighbors used for each local estimation and are perhaps the most important parameters for Geographically Weighted Regression. They control the degree of smoothing in the model. Residual Squares is the sum of the squared residuals in the model with the GWR model. The smaller this measure, the closer the fit of the GWR model to the observed data. This value is used in a number of other diagnostic measures. Effective Number value reflects an interchangeability between the variance of the fitted values and the bias in the coefficient estimates and is related to the choice of bandwidth. As the bandwidth approaches infinity, the geographic weights for every observation approach 1, and the coefficient estimates will be very close to those for a global OLS model. For very large bandwidths, the effective number of coefficients approaches the actual number; local coefficient estimates will have a small variance; however, they will be quite biased. Conversely, as the bandwidth approaches zero, the geographic weights for every observation approach zero with the exception of the regression point itself. For extremely small bandwidths, the effective number of coefficients is the number of observations, and the local coefficient estimates will have a large variance but a low bias. The effective number is used to compute a number of diagnostic measures. Sigma is the square root of the normalized residual sum of squares, where the residual sum of squares is divided by the effective degrees of freedom of the residual. This is the estimated standard deviation for the residuals. Smaller values of this statistic are preferable. Sigma is used for AICc computations. AICc is the measure of model performance and is helpful for comparing different regression models. Taking into account the model complexity, the model with the lower AICc value provides a better fit to the observed data. If the AICc values for two models differ by more than 3, the model with the lower AICc is held to be better. Comparing the GWR AICc value to the OLS AICc value is one way to assess the benefits of moving from a global model (OLS) to a local regression model (GWR). R-Squared (R  2 ) is a measure of goodness-of-fit. Its value varies from 0.0 to 1.0, with higher values being preferable. R 2 Adjusted is described above for the R 2 value. This has the effect of compensating for the number of variables in a model, and consequently, the adjusted R 2 value is usually smaller than the R 2 value. In GWR, the effective number of degrees of freedom is a function of the bandwidth, so the adjustment may be quite marked in comparison to a global model such as OLS. For this reason, the AICc is preferred as a means of comparing models. The Joint F-Statistics (6.73) are also statistically significant (0.0002 < p < 0.01) and Joint Wald Statistic (29.12) is statistically significant (0.000002 < p < 0.01) as the overall model. The Koenker (BP) Statistics (4.09) are consistent (0.251 < p < 0.01) with the relationships modeled. The Jarque-Bera Statistics (940.61) are also the residuals (0.00 < P < 0.01) not normally distributed (when the p-value for this test is small (smaller than 0.05 for a 95% confidence level); the residuals are not normally distributed, showing model misspecification. However, model residuals' estimates are not normally distributed for GWR analysis between temperature, DEM, elevation and rainfall. In addition, the mean of the correlation matrix is statistic for potential correlation coefficients between temperature, DEM, elevation and rainfall. When the mean of the correlation matrix is considerable (0.763), it reveals that the relationships between temperature, DEM, elevation and rainfall are statistically significant due to variation patterns. R-squared (coefficient of determination or R 2 ) is a statistical measure of how close the temperature, DEM, elevation and rainfall are to the fitted regression line. It is the percentage of the response variable variation (rainfall) that is explained by a linear model. However, the R 2 for the OLS model are not very high (0.16 or lower than 50%). Figure 24 Table 9 displays the output of the GWR model for temperature, DEM, elevation and rainfall. The results for the GWR model are much better than those for the OLS model to predict the effectiveness of temperature, DEM, elevation to rainfall. The F-test and R (GWR: 0.508 and OLS: 0.16) indicate that the AIC amount for the GWR model (GWR: 2437.084 and OLS: 2453.833) to analyze the effectiveness is more effective than to OLS model. The results of GWR present that the GWR is more suitable in analyzing and predicting the effectiveness of temperature, DEM, and elevation to rainfall. 
Global and Local Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis
In this study, the global spatial autocorrelation analysis of the correlation coefficients of temperature, elevation and rainfall for all stations was studied. The results specified for global Moran's I autocorrelation statistics for months, seasons, and annual period are regulated in Table 9 . According to Table 9 , Moran's I index computed for months, seasons, and annual periods individuate statistically significant clustered spatial patterns for all periods. Table 10 displays Moran's I index and related Moran's I scores for all studied stations in the monthly, seasonal and annual periods. Bajat et al. (2013) denote that a high Z score of Gi statistics develops when the spatial clustering is created by related but high values. If the spatial clustering is created by low values, the Z score will tend to be highly negative [49, 54] . Table 10 shows clustering patterns for all selective stations in all months, seasons and annual periods. The local spatial autocorrelation analysis of the correlation coefficients of temperature, elevation, and rainfall for all stations was computed. Therefore, the local Gi data is computed in all stations for monthly, seasonal and annual periods. Figure 26 shows the local R of the GWR model. It shows that the local R (spatial effectiveness variability) is significantly decreased from north to south for spatial variations of temperature, DEM, elevation and rainfall, revealing that the change point (about 0.173) of the GWR model varies and decreases with the decrease of rainfall amounts and increases the spatial variability in Iran. 
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In this study, the global spatial autocorrelation analysis of the correlation coefficients of temperature, elevation and rainfall for all stations was studied. The results specified for global Moran's I autocorrelation statistics for months, seasons, and annual period are regulated in Table 9 . According to Table 9 , Moran's I index computed for months, seasons, and annual periods individuate statistically significant clustered spatial patterns for all periods. Table 10 displays Moran's I index and related Moran's I scores for all studied stations in the monthly, seasonal and annual periods. Bajat et al. (2013) denote that a high Z score of Gi statistics develops when the spatial clustering is created by related but high values. If the spatial clustering is created by low values, the Z score will tend to be highly negative [49, 54] . Table 10 shows clustering patterns for all selective stations in all months, seasons and annual periods. The local spatial autocorrelation analysis of the correlation coefficients of temperature, elevation, and rainfall for all stations was computed. Therefore, the local Gi data is computed in all stations for monthly, seasonal and annual periods. Figure 27 displays the local Gi index and related Gi Z scores for all studied stations in the monthly, seasonal and annual periods. The red colored spots (hot spots) determine the clustering of high or spatial clusters of high (direct) correlations and the low Gi values (cold spots) determine the clustering of low or spatial clusters of low value (inverse) correlations (blue colored). With statistically significant positive z-scores, the larger the z-score is, the more intense the clustering of high values is (hot spot or red colored spots). For statistically significant negative z-scores, the smaller the z-score is, the more intense the clustering of low values is (cold spot or blue colored). The yellow colored spots (neutral spots or insignificant) determine the anechoic of clustering or spatial incognizant (no correlation). The red colored spots (hot spots) shows clustering of high (direct) correlations that are distributed in the west and southwest part Iran for the winter season and the months of January, February, March and December. The hot spots shows clustering of high (direct) correlations that are distributed in the in the northwestern part of Iran for the annual period for the spring season. The hot spots shows clustering of high (direct) correlations that are distributed in the in the southwestern part of the Caspian Sea for the annual period for the Autumn, and Summer seasons and June, July, August, September, October and November months. Figure 27 displays the local Gi index and related Gi Z scores for all studied stations in the monthly, seasonal and annual periods. The red colored spots (hot spots) determine the clustering of high or spatial clusters of high (direct) correlations and the low Gi values (cold spots) determine the clustering of low or spatial clusters of low value (inverse) correlations (blue colored). With statistically significant positive z-scores, the larger the z-score is, the more intense the clustering of high values is (hot spot or red colored spots). For statistically significant negative z-scores, the smaller the z-score is, the more intense the clustering of low values is (cold spot or blue colored). The yellow colored spots (neutral spots or insignificant) determine the anechoic of clustering or spatial incognizant (no correlation). The red colored spots (hot spots) shows clustering of high (direct) correlations that are distributed in the west and southwest part Iran for the winter season and the months of January, February, March and December. The hot spots shows clustering of high (direct) correlations that are distributed in the in the northwestern part of Iran for the annual period for the spring season. The hot spots shows clustering of high (direct) correlations that are distributed in the in the southwestern part of the Caspian Sea for the annual period for the Autumn, and Summer seasons and June, July, August, September, October and November months.
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Conclusions
This study showed the relationships and effectiveness (causality) between temperature and topography (elevation and DEM) and their effects on rainfall in Iran during the period of 1975-2014 by using data from 174 stations and 39,055 points. The temporal correlation coefficient between the rainfall, topography and temperature amounts for all stations was computed. The result showed a negative correlation (between rainfall and temperature except for January and December). As shown in the results, the spatial correlation coefficient between the rainfall, topography and temperature amounts for all stations indicated a strong spatial irregularity between the elevation, temperature and rainfall, whereas between the DEM and rainfall, a moderate spatial irregularity was displayed. In addition, the effectiveness between temperature and topography (elevation and DEM) on rainfall was observed in Iran. It was found that there was weak negative effectiveness between the elevation, DEM, monthly temperature and annual rainfall in Iran; also, significant negative effectiveness was noticed between the DEM, elevation and monthly temperature (0.83 < R 2 < 0.99) on annual rainfall. These spatial patterns are statistically significant clustered spatial patterns for all periods. Moran's I index analysis indicated that there is similar spatial variability between rainfall, temperature, and elevation amounts in Iran. Spatially, the highest amounts of clusters were in the west and southwest for the winter season and the months of January, February, March and December; in southwestern Caspian sea for the annual period, Autumn and Summer seasons and June, July, August, September, October, and November months; and for May and April months, in northwest Iran. Monthly temperature has an impact on the variability of the rainfall patterns, especially in northern regions of Iran. Future studies should aim to achieve a better understanding of the effectiveness of control factors on Iran's rainfall; the number of monitoring methods needs to be increased. Moreover, in order to trace the modeling of rainfall variability and rainfall variation, the interior and exterior factors affecting rainfall in Iran should be combined.
